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They NEED your help!
Interested in
becoming a
volunteer?

Contact the
State Office of
GAL/CASA at

800-542-0813
or visit the website  
at: casa.IN.gov

5,105 children across Indiana are 
still waiting for a CASA volunteer
The funding increase provided by the legislature in 2015 
is a tremendous help to the Indiana State Office 
of GAL/CASA and to local GAL/CASA programs. It 
is making a significant difference in the lives of children 
across the state! But there is more work to be done, 
and Indiana children need your help. Contact 
GAL/CASA to volunteer, serve as a board member, or 
donate time/money to assist programs in their efforts to 
ensure that EVERY child has a voice in court.

2015 BY THE NUMBERS

Abused and neglected 
children with a voice in court

Volunteer hours  
spent advocating  

for children

Active Community 
Volunteers

The State Office of GAL/CASA certifies local, volunteer  
based GAL/CASA programs and provides matching grants, 
training and support to the 77 counties with programs.

Increase in CHINS cases resulting in  
a 26% increase on state CASA waitlist
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SUCCESS STORY
At just six months old, the state placed twins “Jason” and “James” in foster care because of domestic violence,

substance abuse and unsanitary living conditions in their parents’ home.

Becky, a trained CASA volunteer, was assigned to the twins’ case. For the two years James and Jason were in foster 
care, Becky was a regular presence in their lives, monitoring their progress, making sure their medical and educational 
needs were being met. She observed the parents’ visits and supported their desire to maintain an active role in their 
sons’ lives.

Unfortunately, neither parent was able to successfully overcome their personal barriers to provide a safe environment 
for their children. Becky was instrumental in finding adoptive placement for the twins. She advocated to place the boys 
in a home that would allow continued contact with their biological parents. 

The boys are now thriving in a stable and loving permanent home and continue to see their biological parents. Their 
former foster mother, whom they also love, now provides them with day care. Becky, through Child Advocates of 
Marion County, helped the twins through a confusing and scary time, putting their best interests at the forefront.
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• A new online case management system called
Optima, for programs and volunteers to track
children in the system and child outcomes.

• By the end of 2016, all counties with
GAL/CASA programs will have access to Optima.

• $1.5 million distributed to 63 counties for
capacity building grants to assist them in
advocating for more children.

• 3 new counties with GAL/CASA programs.

Increased funding from the
Indiana Legislature allowed:

The Indiana State Office of GAL/CASA is part of the  
Supreme Court’s Division of State Court Administration  

and a member of the National CASA Association


